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At a time when most cities are struggling to keep the lights on & public services 
available, communities in Michigan’s upper peninsula are on the brink of energy 
independence and economic recovery.  

U.P. entrepreneur Ken Rieli has formulated an industrial strategy that begins 
with tapping abandoned mine water for “free energy” geothermal district 
heating/cooling. His expertise in heat differential turbines, pumps, solar thermal 
power & low-cost wind generators means that locally-owned geothermal plants 
could drastically cut operating costs from day one. 

Geothermal heating is nothing new. In fact, the first geothermal system was 
installed in Italy over 100 years ago – and is still in operation.  

According to the U.S. DOE, combined heat & power (CHP) district heating using 
geothermal energy is extremely high in efficiency. Maintenance costs are low - 
33% less than conventional natural gas systems – and abandoned mines are 
increasingly attracting the attention of government planners who see the ready-
made heat reservoirs as infrastructure budget savers. 

• China is installing geothermal wells 5,000 feet deep for each new home 
built.  

• Yellowknife (Canada) is studying abandoned gold mine shafts under the 
city, where water temperatures of 50 degrees Celsius could provide 20 
MW of heating capacity. 

• Also in Canada, the city of Whitehorse uses low-grade geothermal 
groundwater to prevent water pipes from freezing. 

• In Scotland, a former coal mine will soon supply ho water for district 
heating, and electricity generated by gas engine CHP units. 

Teamed with hillside & backyard solar collectors to supplement heat from 
water-filled mine shafts, each home returns its excess heat to the heat bank 
during summer months. In winter, the process is reversed.  No damage or change 
to historical sites is necessary, aside from two pipes inserted into existing shafts.  

To create an economic edge, small wind turbines that harness the peninsula’s 
awesome wind resources will play a big role in supplying free electrical power to 
operate heat pumps. 

Using the Keweenaw demonstration project as a springboard, Rieli plans to move 
the U.P. into a leadership position in the emerging global democratic economy. 
Not only will his district heating strategy lower utility costs for people living 
near the Quincy, C&H and other abandoned copper mines, but thousands of new 
component manufacturing & service jobs can be created. 



Rieli’s vision is for full-cycle industrial growth: “A critical point in turning around 
the U.P. economy is to arrive at producing & selling high-quality products.”  

In other words, locally processed metals are transformed into solar metal roof 
collectors, turbines, pumps, small wind turbine towers, space-age vehicles, and 
other products in demand around the world. Instead of attracting big industry to 
provide a handful of jobs to produce these products, Rieli intends to empower 
garage-level small businesses with technical plans – and let efficiencies of small-
scale propel growth. 
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